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EDITORIAL. 

T.HE Association of Economic Biologists was founded ten years ago 
and commences herewith the publication of a journal devoted to the 
special interests of its members. During this neriod its scope has 
broadened and the Annals of Applied Biology is intended to cover the 
ground in applied biology which is not now covered by special journals 
such as those dealing with agricultural science, parasitology, genetics 
and medical science. 

Whilst the membership of the Association includes those who 
contribute to these special journals, it is now intended to deal especially 

ith other branches of applied biology, end we are glad to be able to L ue in our first number a wide range of papers, which will soon become 
SU wider. 

All papers which bear on the scientific problems of applied biology 
will be welcome ; we have no place for purely systematic work which is 
amply provided for elsewhere, nor for faunistic work as such. 

The Association was founded in 1904 with head- 
rwrters in Birmingham and has since held meetings at which papers 
Gn biological subjects were read and discussed. The headquarters 
are now in London, and it is hoped to hold meetings quarterly, usually 
in London, but with one meeting annually elsewhere. 

There is room for a wider membership in the Association, which aims 
at drawing together workers in applied biology, and if that membership 
can include a large majority of those engaged in reaearch and teaching, 
and those in official positions, the influence of the Association could be 
applied both to public opinion and to national affairs in a measure 
wholly impossible in the past. 
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We hope to secure the support of workers in the Dominions and 
Colonies. Few people realise how great is the progress made in applied 
biology in the Over-seas Dominions during the last twenty years and how 
vital to  the success of all tropical industries is the work tha t  is being 
done in applied biology ; it has become evident in regard to  medicine, 
but is less realised in agriculture, horticulture, animal breeding, and 
other industries in which investors a t  home are interested ; neverthe- 
less, such industries depend for their continued prosperity more and 
more on research in biology and the application of its results. 

The Association will attempt to form a link between workers in 
Great Britain and in the Dominions, and the support of colonial members 
of the Association is as vital to success as that of their fellow-workers 
in this country. 

Towards effecting this, the publication of a journal may have a 
great influence and we hope to  attract not only the more solid scientific 
contributions but also notes of progress, of interesting achievements, 
of practical problems, as they present themselves to  members in the 
various parts of the Empire. 

We have lately made a wide appeal for membership, since we believe 
that only by organisation will the applied biologist be in a position to 
establish his subject as one of profound importance in the future welfare 
of the Empire. The recognition of the important part played by biology 
is as yet very imperfect, even in the minds of the most advanced officials 
of State Departments and Colonial Administrations ; large problems, 
in which technical knowledge is required, are settled without the tech- 
nical expert being seriously consulted and this is the fault, not of the 
official mind or of the man-in-the-street’s attitude, but of the applied 
biologists themselves. Medical men are organised and that so success- 
fully that in a present problem, largely entomological, the medical 
interest has tended to prevent all recognition of the value and need of 
the entomologist’s services ; we refer to the tse-tse fly problem in Africa 
but we could quote other similar cases ; a t  the recent Phytopathological 
Congress in Rome the technical experts were outnumbered by the diplo- 
mats and no country had been able to  give its experts a deciding voice 
in the Congress, though the questions involved were admittedly technical 
and could be decided only by experts. 

We see this attitude daily and every biologist in the Empire suffers 
from this sooner or later ; i t  was once a custom in India to  appoint a 
medical oficer to  any scientific post, simply because science was eo 
vague a conception to the senior official, educated in the classics, that 
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he could not conceive subdivisions of science requiring technical expert 
advice: that day is gone in India but there is still much to teach the 
official, as also the man in the street, in this respect. 

If then the applied biologist is to make himself felt, it will be through 
an organisation comparable to those by which the chemists, the engineers 
and the doctors assert themselves ; we hope to make the Assdciation 
such an organised body : the publication of the Annals will be a means 
to that end and we aek all applied biologists to support it, to join the 
Association and to induce others to do so too. 

There is a t  present no centre in London where the 
literature of applied biology can be consulted or obtained on loan. 
Societies such as the Zoological, Entomological, and Linnaean, maintain 
libraries of systematic and purely scientific literature, but scarcely any 
at all of the applied aspect. It is proposed to found the nucleus of a 
library of applied biology and in this connection an appeal is made to 
members to send : 

(1) Separates of all papers they have published so far as these are 
available. 

(2) Separates of those they have received which they do not speci- 
ally want and dvplicates. 

(3) Parts or sets of any periodicals they do not need. 
(4) Books they can spare. 
This is an experiment in this sense, that it is not yet certain that 

the library can be maintained ; but members are asked to send separates, 
etc. under these conditions : 

The Library. 

(1) All will be acknowledged. 
(2) All will be kept in a room a t  the Royal College of Science, open 

(3) All will be card-indexed under author and subject. 
(4) All will be registered with the name of the lender and under the 

condition that, should the library be broken up or not maintained, 
they will be returned to the lender. 

So far as possible, they will be available for loan, personally 
or by post, on the borrower signing a receipt, and an undertaking to 
return them or be liable for their return or replacement. 

(6) The Association will pay postage out, the borrower postage 
back. 

It is probable that the foundation of a library will be of the greatest 
value to members, and when the membership has increased the income 
of the Association will enable the library to be added to and made of 

to all members. 
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greater value. In the present venture, no expenditure is entailed on 
the Association beyond postage; the whole library will be, for the 
present, on loan, but when it becomes possible, the Association will 
establish a permanent library and ask all lenders to definitely donate 
or resume their contributions. A library fund has been established 
to which contributions of any amount are invited. 

Members resident in the United Kingdom are reminded 
that the meetings will now be quarterly and before this appears the 
first will have been held. 

Members are informed that it is proposed to have the next meeting 
after the International Agricultural Conference in London, which ends 
about June 30th. We hope that all members home from the Colonies 
or India will attend ; the library room kindly lent us by the Imperial 
College of Science, South Kensington, is available for members and 
contains the present small nucleus of our library. 

Meetings. 
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